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The black cauldron book series

The Chronicles of PrydainA complete the Chronicles of Prydain The Book of Three (1964) The Black Cauldron (1965) The Castle of Llyr (1966) Taran Wanderer (196)1 7) The High King (1968) AuthorLloyd AlexanderIllustratorEvaline Ness (map)Cover artistJean-León HuensCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishGenreHigh fantasy,
children's literaturePublisherHolt, Rinehart and WinstonPublished 1964–1968Media typePrint (hardcover and paperback), audiobook, e-book No. by Books5Followed byThe Foundling and Other Tales of Prydain The Chronicles of Prydain is a pentagonal book of children's highly imaginable bildungsroman novels written by American
author Lloyd Alexander. [1] Henry Holt published an annual book from 1964 to 1968; the second won the Newbery title in 1966 and the last newbery medal in 1969. [2] The five novels follow protagonist Taran from young to adult, the most public in his fourth book, Taran Wanderer. [3] Taran was named Assistant Pig-Keeper at Caer
Dallben but initially dreamed of becoming a great hero. His most important companions in the adventure were Princess Eilonwy, a girl his age; Fflewddur Fflam, a wandering and small king; Gurgi, a wild beast; and Doli, a dwarf. Inspired and developed Themed, the novels are based on Welsh mythology, especially Mabinogion. [4]
However, the novels are not stories that recount those myths, a point Alexander made in an author's note to The Book of Three: the stories were combined, and the characters were changed both in terms of roles and motivations, so a Welsh cultural student should be prepared when Arawn becomes the dark arch enemy of Gwydion's
books and negative etho are replaced by unsung heroism. Alexander also pointed out that prydain's geography is similar to that of Wales, but is not used as a guide for tourists. [4] Always interested in mythology, Alexander received military combat intelligence training in Wales during World War II. That exposed him to the castle, its
landscape and language, becoming part of the raw material for the book prydain. He originally planned to write one or two - three at the very most. [6] The series was then scheduled to be four episodes, but the editor felt that something was missing between the third and fourth episodes, so Taran Wanderer was written a month after Llyr
Castle was published, making it a five-episode series. [7] According to Alexander, nearly all of the main names in Prydain deried from legend or Welsh history, perhaps all but Eilonwy and Taran. [5] Prydain's geographical, cultural and name settings are based on ancient Wales, particularly the story of Mabinogion. Prydain is a magical
land that lives under threat from Arawn, the Dark Lord of Annuvin, the Land of The Dead. After being ruled by the Female The wicked Achren, Prydain was liberated by the sons of Don, who founded a new kingdom at Caer Dathyl. The high king ruled over all lands, seconded by his war leader, with many king-themed rulers ruling the
various territories of Prydain, known as Only free commots, a collection of villages that answer only the high king, are outside the jurisdiction of any host king. Important sites in Prydain include Caer Dallben, Dallben's enchanted farm; Caer Colur, home of the Llyr House; Spiral castle, fortress of Achren; Annuvin, fortress of Arawn Death-
Lord; and morva swamp, a haunted swamp inhabited by witches Orddu, Orwen and Orgoch. Beneath and inside Prydain is the kingdom of Fair Folk, a tiny supernatural race that mostly keeps its own work. Folk fairs have no love for Death-Lord Arawn, however; and they occasionally supported Prydain's people against him. In addition to
the races of men and folk fairs, Prydain is home to Don's sons and descendants (who seem to relate to the gods of Welsh mythology, although this was never publicly stated in the series). Other breeds of creatures such as the Undead Cauldron-Born, freak birds such as the Gwythaints, and quirks such as fur, like the Gurgi (raceless)
humans also live in Prydain. Receiving the Newbery Medal and the Newbery Medal, Prydain is widely recognized as a valuable contribution to children's literature. Decades after the publishing of The Chronicles of Prydain kept their own in sales and readers. [to quote] Ruth Hill Viguers wrote in The History of Children's Literature in 1969,
Like most good fanginings, the books are related to humanity; The characters have failures but also have the potential for greatness. [8] In 2012, The Book of Three was ranked 18th and The High King 68th among the best children's novels of all time in a survey published by school library journal, monthly with mostly American audiences.
[9] The character is grouped by the book where they first appear. Three Taran's book A young man who develops from a minor to an adult over the course of the series and lives with enchanter Dallben and the old warrior Coll. He is tasked with caring for oracular pig Hen Wen and throughout the series known under the title Assistant Pig-
Keeper. The film tells the story of his journey to adulthood. Princess Eilonwy Eilonwy was a friend and later lover of Taran. When she was formalized, she called herself Princess Eilonwy, daughter of Angharad, daughter of Regat of the Llyr Royal Family in relation to her mother and grandmother. Her father, Geraint, was a commoner. The
women in her line are formidable enchantresses. [10] She has inherited this characteristic, most visible in manipulating a magical item that she calls her jewelry, a small golden globe that can glow with magical light when activated by her will. Eilonwy is described as having reddish blonde hair and bright blue eyes. She is smart, witty and
sarcastic, but odd and scattered times. Her speaking style is very special: she often unusual similes and metaphors. She has a hobby of walking barefoot (Llyr Castle), and when she has to wear shoes, they are usually slippers (The Book of Three). Fflewddur Fflam Fflewddur Fflam, son of Godo, is a cantrev lord of Prydain. He is called a
king, but it is made clear that he is a very small king of a small kingdom at best, much less important than the tall king who ruled Prydain. As a result, he often let it roam like an official bard. Although he returned from time to time to rule, he once mentioned that he had the feeling that the people of his country get along only well even if he
wasn't there. Although he sometimes tends to brag, he carries an enchanting crane, keeping him relatively honest; The crane will break whenever he's lying. Gurgi Gurgi is described as a kind of cross between man and beast, has long arms, is covered with feathers and leaves, and ever hungry. His way of speaking is filled with pairs of
rhyming words (crunchings and munchings, smackings and wackings, sneakings and peekings), and excess phrases (see with looks!); he refers to himself in the third person. Gurgi was humble and loyal to his companions, at first submitting even taran as an aristocratic warman. In the course of chronicles, he plays a very important role by
accidentally finding hidden items that eventually occupy an important keyrole in the plot. Doli Doli is one of fair folk, a nation of faeries, and other magical creatures living in a vast underground kingdom stretching across the entire country of Prydain. Doli is described as a short, powerful dwarf, carrying a number of weapons including a
battleaxe. He is adept at a variety of skills including hunting, combat, and stealth. When he first met, he was described as the only one among his relatives who had no power to make himself invisible. After helping Taran's companions and the Dons, he is rewarded by Gwydion with this ability, although each time he uses it, it creates an
unpleasant sensation inside his ears. Hen Wen Hen Wen is a white sow. She is a piglet capable of prophetic about future events and revealing hidden information. She originally belonged to Coll, but most of her up maintenance was assigned to Taran when he received the title of Assistant Pig-Keeper in The Book of Three. Dallben
Dallben is described as an ancient man with a long white beard. He lives on a farm called Caer Dallben, where he acts as coll's oracular pig protectoth, Hen Wen. He is also the guardian and mentor of Taran, the protagonist of the Prydain Chronicles. When he was first featured in The Book of Three, he was 379 years old. [11] In addition
to the lessons he taught Taran and protected the oracular pig Hen Wen, Dallben's main activity on the farm was meditation. Those who knew him realized he was enchanted most in Prydain,[12] and while his strength performances are quite strong, they are used little. Little. Gwydion, Prince don, heir to the Mathematical King of Prydain,
and Taran's companion on many adventures. He was the leader of the Dons' war against Annuvin's forces. His horse is Melyngar. Coll Coll occupied his time with agriculture, although before that he was a special warrior. He was the original owner of the oracular pig Hen Wen, founded the farm called Caer Dallben when the enchanted
Dallben resided there, and served as a guardian for Taran. His personality is quite amiable and un modest, and in appearance he is short and burly. But his most striking feature is his bald head, which blushes whenever he is happy about something The Horned King The Horned King is that, for a while, Arawn's champion and war leader
of Arawn's forces. He is described as a large man wearing armor (except for his arms, which are naked and crimson), a red robe and a gauze skull mask. Math, Son of Mathonwy Math is the High King of Prydain. He ruled over all the lower kings in Prydain. Math is the patriarch of the Don Royal Family, including descendants of Lady Don
and her wife, Belin, the King of the Sun. Mathematical rules with a single hand, and through his leader Arawn, the Death-Lord is at least partly held in check. He lived in the stronghold of Caer Dathyl, north of the Eagle Mountains. He died in the fall of the castle in The High King. King Eiddileg Eiddileg was the grumpy and reclusive leader
of Fair Folk, who still supported Taran and his allies in numerous battles against Annuvin's forces. Arawn Death-Lord Also known as Death-Lord Arawn is the main villain of the series. Arawn was once an earthly man who gained magical powers, one of which was to change his shape, when he was tutored by the evil Queen Achren, who
was then the ruler of Prydain. When Achren was overthrown, Arawn, who had become very strong as Achren's wife, took the Iron Crown from her. Achren became a servant beneath him but always plotted his downfall. He then owned the Black Cauldron for which he created a powerful undead army called Cauldron-Born. He then tried to
conquer Prydain, the fictional country where the events of the story take place. He was thwarted in this attempt by the Sons of Don, a race of warriors from the Summer Country who have stood between him and world dominates ever since. Achren Achren was the former Queen of Prydain, who ruled for many years as a harsh and
vengeful tyrant, and remained entimen in the swiftness of the Spiral castle even after Arawn came to power. She secretly despises her ex-wife, Death, who stole from her the iron crown. She was also photographed with Gwydion; although he did not reciproce her feelings, she remained loyal to him after losing her strength. While going
your own way in revenge against Arawn in The High King, she ends up providing important aid to Taran's companions in the later part of the campaign against Annuvin. While saving Taran's life from Arawn, who herself into a venomous snake, she is killed by her poisonous bite. Medwyn Medwyn is an animal protecto protectoment, similar
to Noah in the Bible. He lived in a secret valley in the Prydain mountains that no tracker could find. The Cauldron-Born An army of undead soldiers, once men die until their corpses are placed in the Black Crochan, a large magic cauldron. They practically cannot kill people, with their only weakness being their strength depending on their
proximity to Annuvin, and their strength ebbs as the distance increases. Gwythaints A large, carnivorous bird strain captured by Arawn and to become his eyes and claws in the sky Prydain. The Black Cauldron King Smoit Smoit was the boisterous lord of Cantev Cadiffor and one of the only lords among the Southern Cantevs to remain
loyal to the Supreme King. He is brash, hot-blooded, and big, but also brave, honorable, and well aware of his mistakes. Although he may not initially listen to wise counsel, he will do it in his heart when he finally does so. King Morgant Morgant ruled the Kingdom of Madoc. [13] As an old close friend of Gwydion and an ally of the Dons, he
became a traitor when the power of the Black Cauldron seduced him. While he managed to capture Taran and his friends, his plans were thwarted by the sacrifice of Prince Ellidyr and by Gwydion himself, and he was killed in battle by King Smoit. Kaw Kaw was a crow and was originally a pet of Gwystyl, a Fair Folk officer. He was later
given to the series' hero, Taran. Kaw can talk, albeit in just one sentence word, and his role in the story is to provide information, to spy on the land while flying and sometimes to retrieve lost objects from difficult places. He has a mischievous temperament, often playing his friend scams and talking more freely than he should. Ellidyr Ellidyr
is described as a prince, the son of a king who has nothing left his son but his name and sword. He was sensitive to his poverty, and included this with arrogance, treating all those whom he did not consider social equality with contempt and contempt. Adaon, with the help of a magic talisman, considered it a black beast, sat on Ellidyr's
shoulder and tormented him. However, at the end of the story, after recognizing his madness, Ellidyr is willing to sacrifice his life to destroy the Black Cauldron. Gwystyl Gwystyl is one of fair folk. He is described as resembling a bundle of sticks with cobwebs floating at the top. [14] He appears ill, with sparse, long and curly hair; he
constantly complains and snivels, and appears cowardly and pessimistic. However, he was actually very edgy and a great observer who liked the trust of King Eiddileg. Gwystyl lives in an underground waypost hidden near the border of Annuvin. You have a crow, named Kaw, who Hey, I'm going to give it to Taran. Orddu, Orwen and
Orgoch Orddu, Orwen and Orgoch are three witches who live alone in the Morva swamp. Even though they obviously fluid and interchangeable, each persona has a special appearance: Orwen wears a milk stone necklace, Orddu's hair is decorated with many orthodes, and Orgoch's face is covered with a black one. They were the original
owners of Black Cauldron and lent it to Arawn, who used it to create zombie-like warriors, Cauldron-Born. They exchange information and advice for anyone brave enough to enter their domain name, although they almost always ask for a magic price for their help. Years ago, they acted as Dallben's guardian when they found him as an
abandoned child near the swamp. Adaon Adaon only appears in the second book, The Black Cauldron, although he is mentioned in the third and fifth books. He is the son of Chief Bard Taliesin. He is a talented minstrel, a powerful warrior, and a capable healer. His most precious assets are packets of healing herbs, his Lluagor Bay mare,
and a special brooch that is a gift from Arianllyn, his engagement, and has the power to best give prophetic dreams. He died fighting against a group of Hunters of Annuvin. The Huntsmen of Annuvin A band of wild, ruthless fighters who serve as officers and trackers in Arawn's army. Each of them is branded by Annuvin on their foreheads,
and they are famous for their stamina, perseverance and bloodthirst. When one of them is killed, his power is miraculously transferred to nearby comrades, making each of them stronger even as their numbers diminish. Prince Llyr Rhun's castle Prince Rhun was the only son of King Rhuddlum and Queen Teleria, ruler of the island of
Mona. By he inherited, he was the obvious heir to the throne, but was - despite his genuine and cheerful charity - cymous and accident-prone, thus requiring a lot of maturity. He was first introduced in Llyr Castle when Princess Eilonwy was sent by enchanted dallben to live at the castle and gain a proper education. After his father died
during Taran Wanderer, he succeeded him as King of Mona, but lost his life while helping his friends in The High King. Magg Magg (or Magg Manager) is a reasonable respected man on Mona Island. However, he was also quite vain and starved of power, and a traitor who cared only of his own comfort and glory. As the stories progress,
he becomes increasingly obsessed with getting power and even falling into madness. After serving with Arawn, he died in The High King when he finally proclaimed the Annuvin Crown to himself, only to be burned to death by it. Llyan Llyan is a large female cat, larger than a horse, with orange fur. Her unusual size comes when Glew uses
her as a guinea pig for growth pills your experience. Taran, Gurgi, Fflewddur Fflam and Prince Rhun meet her in Glew's former home on Mona Island, where she prepares to devour them. After being fascinated by Fflewddur's music, however, she became infatuated with bard bard from now on served him as a code. Glew Glew used to be
a very small man. As a young man, he tried unsuccessfully to get involved in a number of careers, including killing dragons or being a wandering bard. He found none of them to his own will, mostly as a result of his extreme self-pity and tendency to complain. Eventually, he decided the only answer was to switch to magic, and he created a
drug that made him a giant. However, he first tested it on a feral cat named Llyan, who chased him out of his hut and into a cave where he was trapped after desperately swallowing his medication. Although he is rescued by Taran, Prince Rhun, Fflewdur and Gurgi from his own accident, and returns to his original size, he then annoys
them by constantly complaining. However, he then inadvertently played an important role in the events of The High King, and after redeeming himself, he was allowed to accompany Don's sons to the Summer Country. King Rhuddlum Rhun's father. He was confirmed dead in the events of Taran Wanderer. Queen Teleria Rhun's mother.
There is a habit of interrupting herself mid-sentence to add a thought that is just popped into her mind, then completing her original. She is said to talk almost as much as Eilonwy. Taran Wanderer Aeddan A farmer shelters Taran while he is looking for his parents. Lord Goryon and Gast vassals of King Smoit and bitter rivals. Goryon
thought of himself as the most heroic person alive, while Gast believed himself to be the most charming host of all; but all their bragging is nothing but a front for them to immerse themselves in their own narcissism. Morda An evil witch who wants to gain ultimate power. Dorath A dangerous, greedy bandit and mercenary. He re-appears in
The High King, where his band captures Eilonwy and Gurgi after they are separated from the others, but he and all his men are killed by a pack of wolves sent by Medwyn to support Taran's allies against Arawn. Gloff A bandit of the band Dorath and his second official conductor. Craddoc An old shepherd who erran's father. Llonio Llonio,
llonwen's son, was a gatherer. Unusually lucky, he and his family spend their days waiting for whatever is coming their way, and making the best of it, sometimes with incredible results. He answered Taran's call for weapons in The High King, but died at the Battle of Caer Dathyl. Annlaw Clay-Shaper A professional potter from Commot
Merin, under which Taran learns a potter and whom Taran considers the wisest of his Commot teachers. He was killed by bandits raiding Commot in The High King. Hevydd smith an expert metalman, under which Taran learns to fake A sword. Dwyvach the Weaver-Woman An expert weaver, under which Taran learns to weave. Drud was
Pebyr's son, and a struggling farmer. Llassar The Son of Drudwas. Young and enthusiastic to prove himself as a man, he was a mirror image of Taran in his own younger years. His knowledge of mountaincraft proved important in The High King, where he served as a guide Journey through the mountains of Annuvin. King Pryderi was the
son of Pwyll and king of western kingdoms. Initially loyal to the Dons, he switched his loyalty to Arawn in the false belief that only Death could bring order to Prydain. After attacking and assisting in the fall of Caer Dathyl, he is sent to Caer Dallben to assassinate Dallben and take Book Three to his master, but is killed by the enchanted
tome. Taliesin Prydain's bard head and Adaon's father. Prydain The Book of Three (1964) Taran and his companions raced to defeat an army raised by the Horn king, a lord of Arawn Death-Lord. The Black Cauldron (1965) — a 1966 Newbery Honor book[2] Taran and his companions struggle to capture a magic cauldron that creates
Arawn's zombie army, called Cauldron-Born. Llyr Castle (1966) Taran escorted Eilonwy to a royal court for education. There she is kidnapped and he leads a band to rescue her. Taran Wanderer (1967) Taran seeks his identity, on be beh beh as his parents, among the cantrevs and commots of Prydain The High King (1968) – winner of
the 1969 Newbery Medal[2] Taran and his companion join Prydain's amazing effort to defeat Arawn once and for all. Short Story Alexander publishes eight Prydain short stories, all set before the events of five novels. Coll and His White Pig (1965) and The Truthful Harp (1967) are 32-page picture books illustrated by Evaline Ness. [16]
They played adults younger than two of Taran's companions in The Chronicles, Coll being the son of Collfrewr and Fflewddur Fflam. A 1973 collection, The Foundling and Other Tales of Prydain consists of six new stories of the same length, illustrated by Margot Zemach, and a map of the High King of Ness. [1] It was dedicated to Friends
of Prydain, who promised to read more if I wrote more. [17] The author cite many readers of all ages and explains that the popular need creates a great excuse to return to Prydain but not to cover the same ground. All six stories explore pre-history, before the birth of Taran Assistant Pig-Keeper,[18] at least fifteen years before the novel.
In 1999, Holt published an extended edition of The Foundling[19] collecting all eight stories (written only), High King maps and the new Prydain Pronunciation Guide with entries for 49 given their own names. [20] Content of The Foundling, an extended edition of Author's Note (1973)[a] Map (copyright 1968, Evaline Ness)[21] The
Foundling The Stone The True Enchanter The Rascal Crow The Sword The Smith, the Weaver, and the Harper Coll and his White Pig The Truthful Harp Prydain Pronunciation Guide (1999)[21] Introduction to the author (1973)[b] The pronunciation guide was also included in 1999 and later versions of the year Theory. [1] Omnibus The
Prydain (1991, Guild America Books; Science Fiction Book Club consists of five novels and six short stories later. [22] That is, all Prydain novels except the two Story. Each novel includes a map of Evaline Ness (the original illustration of the picture book and the cover of the novel) and each story includes illustrations by Margot Zemach for
the original Foundling and other Tales. In 1989, Greenwood Publishing Group published The Prydain Companion: A Reference Guide to Lloyd Alexander's Prydain Chronicles by children's literature scholar Michael O. Tunnell. Henry Holt, the original author of the book Prydain, re-published The Prydain Companion in 2003. The title of the
book is a reference to the fact that the Chronicles narrative often refers to any current combination of protagonists who are companions. Prydain Companion includes a biography sketch of Alexander and two parts of Alexander, Foreum and How to Use companion. The entrance exams include protagonists, locations, etc. with insight
gained from Tunnell's interviews with Alexander as well as research on Mabinogion and the White Goddess. A marketing capsule is an informary source for official research by Prydain Chronicles, as well as a great opportunity to dive into prydain's amazing activities. [23] The Film Film Film-in-Its own film, Walt Disney Productions,
released a Prydain animated film in 1985. The Black Cauldron is primarily based on the first two novels with elements from others. It cost $44 million and was poorly received by the audience, not offsetting the investment. Critics found the film beautiful, but confusing and too bleak due to its dark nature and disjointed script, although Roger
Ebert gave it a positive review. [24] Production delays and embarrassing box office profits almost brought an end to the Disney animation studio division. Then the newly appointed studio head Jeffrey Katzenberg was disimitt of the production, and the animaators felt that it lacked humor, pathos, and imagination that was so powerful in
Lloyd Alexander's work. The story has been a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity and it's heartbreaking to see such great material wasted. [25] In the film, Lloyd Alexander commented: First, I have to say, there is no similarities between the film and the book. Having said that, the movie in itself, is absolutely a movie, I find very interesting. [5]
On March 17, 2016, Variety confirmed that Walt Disney Pictures had acquired the film rights to The Chronicles of Prydain, with the intention of transforming the series into an epic film series, more in harmony with Lloyd Alexander's highly imaginable world. The project is currently under early development at Walt Disney Studios without
any directors, producers or screenwriters attached. [26] In the early 2000s audiobook, Listening Library (Random House) produced a non-summary reading by James Langton in five main episodes, with the author's notes read by Lloyd Alexander him. Audio book published on small audio cassette tape and compact discs, and were also
released for download between 2004 and 2005. [27] On May 5 an 2012 book from The Foundling and Other Tales of Prydain was released digitally. This edition was also read by James Langton. See also Note ^ Extended edition, leaf title: copyright listing 1965, 1967, 1973 Lloyd Alexander; 1999 copyright only Henry Holt, compilation and
pronunciation tutorial. Checking support implies that the dedication and note of the author dates back to 1973. ^ Extended edition, About the Author: This short two-page sketch ends in Alexander after The Chronicles with its first Foundling collection in 1973. Reference ^ a 5 c Prydain series listing at the Internet Speculative Fiction
Database (ISFDB). Retrieved December 29, 2011. Select a title to see associated publishing history and general information. Select a specific edition (title) for more data at that level, such as a front cover photo or associated content. Some detailed content has been identified by checking. ^ a 5 Newbery Medal &amp; Honor Books, 1922–
Present. Association of Library Services for Children. American Library Association. Retrieved November 11, 2011. Alexander, Lloyd (1999). Author's note. Taran Wanderer. New York: Henry Holt and company. ISBN 0-8050-6134-7 ^ a b Alexander, Lloyd (1999). Author's note. Book of Three. New York: Henry Holt and company. ISBN 0-
8050-6132-0 ^ a bn c Lloyd Alexander interview transcript. Scholastic. Archived from the original on October 3, 2011. ^ About the Author (1973). The Foundling and Other Tales of Prydain, Henry Holt and Company, first edition, p. ^ Jacobs, James S.; Tunnell, Michael O. (1991). Lloyd Alexander: Catalogue of biological materials.
Greenwood Press. Viguers, Ruth Hill (1969). Cornelia Meigs (eds.). An important history of children's literature. Macmillan America. page 462. ISBN 0-02-583900-4. Bird, Elizabeth (July 7, 2012). Top 100 Chapters Of Poll Results Books. A fuse #8 produced. Blog. School Library Magazine (blog.schoollibraryjournal.com). Retrieved
November 2, 2015. Alexander, Lloyd. Alexander, Lloyd (1964). Book of Three. Alexander, Lloyd (1965). The black cauldron. ^ Tunnell, Michael O. The Prydain Companion: A Reference Guide to the Prydain Chronicle by Lloyd Alexander. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1989. The name Madoc or Madawc is associated with several
characters in Mabinogion. However, in a personal interview with Tunnell, Lloyd Alexander stated that in his novels, the name is merely a place name for Morgant's kingdom. Alexander, Lloyd, Black Cauldron, Holt, 1965. p 53 ^ Coll and his white pig (catalogue report). MinuteMan Library Network. Retrieved December 18, 2011. ^ Honest
cranes (catalogue report). MinuteMan Library Network. Retrieved December 18, 2011. ^ Extended version, Dedication (original). ^ Extended version, Author's Note (original). Alexander, Lloyd (1999). The Foundling and other stories of Prydain. Version change and expand. New York: Henry Holt and company. ISBN 0-8050-6130-4. ^
Extended version (1999). ^ a 5 Extended version, title leaf. ^ The Chronicles (1991 omnibus) published content at the Internet Speculative Fiction Database. Retrieved December 29, 2011. ^ Prydain companion ... (displaying retail products). Amazon.com. Retrieved December 16, 2011. Ebert, Roger (July 24, 1985). The Black Cauldron
Movie Review (1985). Chicago Sun-Times. Retrieved February 3, 2012. Johnston, Ollie; Frank Thomas (1993). Disney villains. New York: Hyperion Books. page 173. McNary, Dave (17 March 2016). 'Chronicles of Prydain' Movie in the Works at Disney. Series. Retrieved March 17, 2016. prydain (search report). Random home sounds.
Retrieved December 16, 2011. Quoting Alexander, Lloyd (1973). The Foundling, and other stories by Prydain. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. ISBN 0-03-007431-2. Alexander, Lloyd (1999). The Foundling and other stories of Prydain. New York: Henry Holt and company. ISBN 0-8050-6130-4. External Links The Chronicles of
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